
Cheyne Hill 12th July 2017 

 

Varied terrain along paths, across heather and through both conifers and young deciduous trees. 

North of map is very scenic with walks along the river. 

 
Car Parking at NO843884 2 miles west of Stonehaven. 

This is quite a small car park,  also used by dog walkers, so please car share if you can and park as close as 

possible.  A  route will be taped from the small lay-by just East of the carpark. 
 

Courses 

 

4 courses as usual with the theme of pacing. 

 

See how many paces you take over a given length. Average it out to paces per 1m or per 5m. The 

longer the length you try it over the more accurate it will be. 

 

200m will be marked out with a half way mark as well on the uphill bit of track on the way to the 

start. Here you can check out your uphill pacing and the keen ones can check their down hill as 

well. 

Better still run/pace up and down and average over the 400m. 

Long, short  technical  and Medium have opportunities to try out their pacing. 

 

Yellow 1.6km 75m  

Easy following tracks and paths. No route choice but you will have to decide whether to go left or 

right at some junctions not all of which have controls on. Happy Sad faces will be deployed in some 

places. 

Even this course has quite a lot of vegetation very close to the paths. All participants should wear 

long leggings/trousers and check for ticks when they have finished. 

 

Medium 2.7km 130m 

This is the choice for folk who want a pretty walk/run with a few slightly challenging controls. 

harder than the yellow. Possible to get to near all the controls along line features but across country 

might be shorter. (Not necessarily quicker) You have the choice. 

 

Short Technical TD4 2.7Km 125m 

Technically harder with more route choice but  options to get close to controls along reasonable 

terrain. This might be the long way around though. 

Use pacing to locate 4, 5 and 6 and lots of others if you want. 

 

Long Technical TD4 3.9km 150m 

A bit longer than the short technical and better route choices across rougher terrain. 

Use pacing especially for 5,6 and 7 but it might be useful to locate 10 and 11 as well. 

 

Warning 

Many paths marked as indistinct are practically invisible and there are many new, unmarked paths 

formed by dog walkers and cyclists, particularly in the conifers at East of map.  Do not rely on these 

for navigation. 

 

 

 

 

 


